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ABSTRACT Biofilms are layers of microbial cells growing on an interface and they can form highly complex structures adapted
to a wide variety of environmental conditions. Biofilm streamers have a small immobile base attached to the support and a flexible
tail elongated in the flow direction, which can vibrate in fast flows. Herein we report numerical results for the role of the periodical
movement of biofilm streamers on the nutrient uptake and in general on the solute mass transfer enhancement due to flow-
induced oscillations. We developed what to our knowledge is a novel two-dimensional fluid-structure interaction model coupled
to unsteady solute mass transport and solved the model using the finite element method with a moving mesh. Results
demonstrate that the oscillatory movement of the biofilm tail significantly increases the substrate uptake. The mass transfer
coefficient is the highest in regions close to the streamer tip. The reason for substrate transfer enhancement is the increase
in speed of tip movement relative to the surrounding liquid, thereby reducing the thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer.
In addition, we show that the relative mass transfer enhancement in unsteady conditions compared with the rigid static structure
is larger at higher flow velocities, and this relative increase favors a more flexible structure.
INTRODUCTION
Biofilms are natural structures formed by microbial com-
munities encapsulated inside a matrix of self-secreted ex-
tracellular polymeric substances, growing attached most
commonly to a solid surface. Biofilm cells can get their
nutrients either from the bulk liquid or from the support
material on which they grow attached. When the soluble
nutrients (called substrates) are provided by the liquid,
a transport chain forms from the bulk liquid to the biofilm
cells. Although in the bulk flow, convection is the dominant
transport mechanism for substrates, around the biofilm
surface a mass transfer boundary layer develops in which
diffusion dominates. Diffusion is by far the main transport
mechanism of solutes to/from microbial cells also in the
biofilm because the gel-like biofilm matrix largely prevents
convection.

In terms of mass transfer, a fast fluid flow can be benefi-
cial to microbial inhabitants of biofilms as it will assure
more solute transport through a thinner boundary layer,
thus providing better solute exchange between biofilm and
bulk liquid. However, faster flows also exert larger forces
on the biofilm, which lead to larger stresses in the biofilm
structure and eventually to biomass detachment. One way
biofilms cope with these stresses, similar to sessile marine
organisms (1), is by developing (visco-)elastic flexible
bodies, easily deformable under forces exerted upon them
by the flow. Biofilm streamers are one of the complex micro-
bial architectures that are believed to employ the visco-
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elastic material properties to their benefit. Streamers are
structures consisting of a base attached to the support
substratum and a tail elongated in the flow direction, which
reconfigures itself by lateral movement in the flow parallel
to the substratum (2). It has been initially reported that
biofilm streamers can grow preferably in flow-cells under
turbulent hydrodynamic conditions (2) and in extreme
acidic environments (3). Biofilm streamers are therefore
commonly observed in rivers (4), where the flow is gener-
ally turbulent. However, there are reports of streamers
developed behind spacer filaments from the feed channels
of reverse osmosis membrane devices (5), supposedly oper-
ated in laminar but unsteady flow conditions. Recently,
Rusconi et al. (6) also reported the formation of filamentous
streamers in microfluidic devices under laminar flow con-
ditions, and showed that formation of threadlike streamers
is proportional to the intensity of the secondary flow around
the corners in their microfluidic setup (7).

Stoodley et al. (2) grew mixed population biofilms in a
flow cell under turbulent flow conditions and observed
that the biofilm structures had a streamlined profile elon-
gated along the flow. Streamers oscillated laterally at the
high flow velocities with characteristic frequencies. In
an initial computational study on flow-induced periodical
streamer movement, we confirmed that vortex shedding
from the streamer head is the main cause of the oscillations
(8). More importantly, we have also suggested that the
streamlined shape helps the elongated biofilm structures to
reduce the fluid drag significantly, thereby reducing the
detachment risk.

In addition to the flow conditions, nutrient availability
also plays a significant role in shaping the biofilm structure.
Stoodley et al. (9) reported that at high shear rates the
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existence and the thickness of biofilm streamers were
related to the nutrient availability. The distinguishable
streamer structures and ripples developed at low substrate
concentrations, whereas in more concentrated substrate
environments they overgrew and merged to form heteroge-
neous porous structures thus shadowing the influence of
liquid shear.

On the engineering side, it has been reported that
substrate transfer rate can be increased by irregularly shaped
or filamentous biofilms (10,11). As a result of these studies,
it has been proposed that the increased mass transfer is
caused by biofilm protuberances penetrating outside the
boundary layer into the convection-dominated bulk fluid
(10–13). However, if the biofilm structure is rigid (i.e., not
allowing oscillatory movement) theoretical models both in
two dimensions (14) and three dimensions (15) clearly
showed that, by contrast, a decrease in mass transfer will
be expected in immobile fingerlike, dendritic, or mush-
room-like biofilm structures compared to planar and smooth
biofilms. Therefore, it has been hypothesized that the peri-
odic movement of elastic biofilm structures induced by the
flow may be the real cause of increased mass transfer in
fingerlike or streamer biofilms.

In our previous work, we suggested that, from a
mechanical point of view, the streamlined form of biofilms
is an advantage for their survival (8). In this work, we look at
the significance of this flexible form and hence the resulting
oscillatory movement from the nutrient mass transfer
and biological points of view. Specifically, we evaluate by
numerical simulations how significantly the periodic move-
ment of streamers increases the substrate uptake into the
biofilm by enhancing the micromixing in the fluid close to
the biofilm surface.

Because, to our knowledge, the problem of coupled
fluid-flexible structure interaction with unsteady mass
transfer has not been studied before, the first aim of this
article is to introduce in detail the newly developed com-
putational methods. As our second aim, we characterized
quantitatively the increase of mass transfer coefficients for
the oscillating biofilm relative to a rigid immobile structure.
From the multiple factors that may influence the magnitude
of mass transfer to the moving body, we studied here the
dependency of mass transfer coefficients on 1), liquid
velocity and 2), biofilm flexibility.
b

FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic representation of the two-dimensional subdo-

mains and boundary conditions: UH, biofilm head subdomain; UT, biofilm

streamer tail subdomain; UF, fluid subdomain; G, interface between biofilm

and fluid. At the inlet boundary c0 is the constant substrate concentration

and u0 is the fluid velocity. The center of UH is located at x ¼ y ¼ 1.5 �
10�3 m. (b) Geometric construction of the biofilm streamer.
MODEL DESCRIPTION

Many physical, chemical, and biological processes act
simultaneously in biofilms with orders-of-magnitude differ-
ence in time- and spatial scales. The biofilm is, for example,
exposed to different forces by the liquid flow, internal
mechanical stress develops leading to deformations and
eventually to biofilm detachment, solutes are transported
by convection and diffusion, solutes are converted in
multiple reactions with very different rates, and then micro-
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
bial cells can grow, divide, and be transported in the biofilm,
while extracellular polymers are excreted. This model
assumes only the very fast processes with relaxation times
in the order of seconds or less (16), characteristic for a rela-
tively thin biofilm streamer (~100 mm). Therefore, although
the very fast fluid dynamics, biofilm deformations, and
substrate transport with reaction are calculated from time-
dependent equations, the slow biofilm development
processes are ignored and the biofilm neither grows nor do
biomass patches detach.

The force that the biofilm streamer experiences in the
flow direction is called ‘‘drag’’ and the perpendicular one
is the ‘‘lift’’. These forces deform the flexible structure
and in return the structure also changes the flow conditions,
because the walls bounding the fluid domain are moving.
This fluid-structure interaction is modeled by coupling the
Navier-Stokes equations of fluid motion with the structural
dynamics of the biofilm and solving the equations simulta-
neously. In nature, biofilms behave as viscoelastic materials
(17) (i.e., they show elastic solidlike response in short time-
scales and viscous fluidlike response in long timescales).
However, due to the very small timescales studied in this
work (<2 s), we assume an elastic material model for the
biofilm streamers. Further, the mass transfer is modeled
by solving the dynamic convection-diffusion-reaction equa-
tions using the actual flow velocities calculated from
Navier-Stokes equations. The arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) formulation for fluid domain is employed to account
for the mutual deformation of fluid and solid at their inter-
face (8). The following sections will describe the model
details and its numerical implementation.
Model domain

The two-dimensional biofilm streamer shown in Fig. 1,
with geometrical and mechanical specifications analogous
to Taherzadeh et al. (8), is subjected to a range of flow
conditions similar to those considered in the experimental



TABLE 1 Model parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Fluid-structure interaction

Liquid density* rF 1000 kg $ m�3

Liquid dynamic viscosity* mF 10�3kg $ m�1 $ s�1

Biofilm densityy rB 1000 kg $ m�3

Biofilm Young’s modulusz EB 1000 and 4000 kg $ m�1 $ s�2

Biofilm Poisson’s ratiox nB 0.4

Mass transfer with reaction

Substrate diffusion

coefficient{
D 2.5 � 10�9 m2 $ s�1

Substrate uptake rate

coefficientk
k 0.03 mol$m�3 $ s�1

Substrate saturation

coefficient**

K 0.003 mol $ m�3

System properties

Domain length Lx 1.2 � 10�2 m

Domain height Ly 3 � 10�3 m

Streamer head diameteryy d 3.33 � 10�4 m

Streamer tail lengthyy L 4.5 � d

Inlet substrate

concentrationzz
c0 0.025 mol $ m�3

Inlet fluid velocityyy u0 0.1,0.15,.,0.45 m s�1

corresponding to

Re ¼ 33,50,.,150

*Water, 20�C.
yAssumed close to water because biofilms consist of >90% water.
zThis is a function of flow velocity and biofilm flexibility; see Mass Transfer

Enhancement in the main text.
xAssumed close to rubber.
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settings of Stoodley et al. (2). The model streamer dimen-
sions are also similar to the natural one studied in Stoodley
et al. (2).

We considered this two-dimensional model simplification
because an accurate solution of the equivalent three-dimen-
sional problem is intractable with our current computational
resources. Nevertheless, we believe that the obtained two-
dimensional results also provided very significant insight
and could guide the development of much more computa-
tionally intensive three-dimensional models in future. The
flow domain is a rectangular channel, with length Lx in
the main stream direction, x, and width Ly in the side-stream
direction, y (Fig. 1).

Depending on the physics equations solved, the com-
putational domain is partitioned in a few subdomains,
in which different sets of equations are applied. For the
fluid-structure interaction, the domain consists of three
nonoverlapping computational subdomains: the circular
biofilm colony head UH, the biofilm streamer tail UT, and
the fluid UF. The whole biofilm domain is the union UB ¼
UH W UT. We define the fluid-structure interaction interface
as GFSI ¼ UF X UT because only the biofilm tail is mobile.
Because the whole biofilm consumes soluble substrate,
the mass flux continuity interface is GCD ¼ UF X UB ¼
GH W GFSI (with GH the head surface). The parameters
used in this article are listed in Table 1.
{Dissolved oxygen in water at 20�C.
kAssumed for oxygen uptake by heterotrophic microorganisms (Henze

(30)), with a microbial concentration in the biofilm of 20 g $ L�1.

**Affinity of heterotrophic microorganisms for oxygen (Henze (30)).
yyEstimated from Stoodley et al. (2).
zzRelatively low dissolved substrate concentration, here 10% of oxygen

saturation in water in contact with air.
Fluid-structure interaction

The formulation of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model is
described in detail in Taherzadeh et al. (8). Section S1 in the
Supporting Material presents all model equations used
in this study in dimensional and nondimensional form,
together with the resulting dimensionless groups and a table
of notations. The liquid flow (here water) in subdomain UF

is governed by the laminar incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations with time-dependent momentum conservation and
continuity equations. An ALE convective velocity (u – uG)
is defined for the relative velocity of the fluid flow inside a
moving mesh. The inlet flow boundary (at x ¼ 0) is defined
as a uniform velocity profile with horizontal velocity com-
ponent ux ¼ u0 and transverse velocity component uy ¼ 0.
Slip conditions are applied to the upper and lower domain
walls, at y ¼ 0 and y ¼ Ly. At the outflow (x ¼ Lx), the
zero pressure and no viscous forces boundary condition
is applied. A no-slip condition is imposed on the circular
base of the streamer.

The structural deformations of the biofilm streamer are
obtained using an isotropic elastic material model including
geometrically nonlinear formulation to allow for large struc-
tural deformations (8). The nonlinear elastodynamics equa-
tion is applied for the biofilm, formulated in a Lagrangian
frame of reference. Because the streamer position changes
in time, the finite element mesh will be continuously
deformed. Fixed constraints are applied to UH whereas UT
is free to move. GFSI is the boundary where the effective
coupling of fluid-structure interaction is enforced (Fig. 1) so
that the fluid atGFSImoveswith the samevelocity as thewalls
of the biofilm structure. In addition, the dynamic continuity of
stresses also applies on GFSI. At all other boundaries of the
domain, the mesh movement is set to zero in all directions.

The transient solution of the FSI submodel describes the
unsteady liquid flow and the movement of the biofilm
streamer boundaries in time. The FSI model provides the
basis for the unsteady solute mass transfer submodel pre-
sented in the following section.
Mass transfer

The mass transfer model couples the convection-diffusion
transport of solute in the liquid subdomain UF, solved on
moving mesh frame (spatial coordinates, c), and the diffu-
sion-reaction solute mass balance in the biofilm subdomain
UB, solved on material coordinate frame (fixed coordi-
nates, X) to minimize the numerical interference of the
stabilization algorithm (See section Model-solution in the
current article).
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
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Assuming transport of diluted chemical species through
diffusion and convection in the fluid subdomain, the mass
balance equation on UF states

vc

vt

�
�
�
�
c

¼ �ðu� uGÞ$Vcþ V$ðDVcÞ; (1)

where c is the solute (here substrate) concentration, D is the
diffusion coefficient, u is the liquid velocity field vector, and
uG is the moving mesh velocity. The velocity term u is ob-
tained from the solution of Navier-Stokes equations and uG
from the solution of ALE equations, both solved in the FSI
submodel (see Taherzadeh et al. (8) for details).

In the biofilm subdomain UB the diffusion-reaction
equation reads:

vc

vt

�
�
�
�
X

¼ V$ðDVcÞ þ R: (2)

The substrate consumption (reaction rate R) is assumed to
follow a simple Monod kinetics,

R ¼ k
c

K þ c
; (3)

where k is the reaction rate constant and K is the half-
saturation concentration of substrate. Certainly, other
reaction schemes and rates as well as multiple solute com-
ponents can be easily included to describe more complex
systems. We also assumed here for simplicity of the model
analysis that the diffusion coefficient in biofilm is equal to
that in the liquid. This choice was based on preliminary
model runs that showed only minor changes in mass transfer
parameters when the diffusion coefficient in the biofilm was
decreased to half of the value in bulk liquid, as it is usually
measured for small size molecules (see Section S2 in the
Supporting Material).

The inlet boundary is set to c ¼ c0 assuming a constant
substrate inlet concentration. The outlet boundary imposes
a zero diffusion flux, assuming that convection is the domi-
nating process carrying the substrate outside the domain, so
that n $ (DVc) ¼ 0. On the GCD boundary continuity condi-
tions were set both for concentrations and also for fluxes.
The rest of the boundaries are insulated so that there is no
flux of solute (no-flux boundary condition).

In this study, the time-dependent calculations were started
from the converged steady-state solutions of flow field and
substrate concentration in the immobile biofilm configura-
tion (Fig. 1).
Mass transfer enhancement and dimensionless
numbers

By scaling each dimensional quantity with some character-
istic value, dimensionless model equations can be obtained
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
(see Section S1 in the Supporting Material). Space can be
scaled with a characteristic length L0 (here defined as the
biofilm head diameter d) and time with a conveniently
chosen characteristic time t0 (e.g., the inverse of a streamer
characteristic vibration frequency). In addition, velocities,
displacement, stresses, and concentrations are scaled with
the inlet flow velocity u0, characteristic length L0, Young
modulus EB, and inlet solute concentration c0, respectively.
The pressure is made dimensionless on the viscous scale.
The following dimensionless numbers will therefore govern
the mass transfer-fluid structure-interaction problem:

Re ¼ L0u0rF/mF (Reynolds),
St ¼ L0/t0u0 (Strouhal),
Q ¼ u0mF/EBL0 (FSI number),
t2E ¼ rBL

2
0/EBt

2
0 ¼ St2 Re (rF/rB)Q (FSI timescale,

squared),
Pe ¼ u0L0/D (Péclet),
F2 ¼ kL20/Dc0 (Thiele),
M ¼ K/c0 (dimensionless Monod number), and
tD ¼ L20/Dt0 ¼ St Pe (mass transport timescale).

To quantify the mass transfer enhancement of oscillat-
ing biofilms, the dimensionless Sherwood number (Sh) is
used. The local Sherwood number Sh is calculated in each
point at the biofilm surface GCD as (18)

Sh ¼ km$L0

D
¼

L0$
vc

vn

�
�
�
�
GCD

c� c0
; (4)

where km is the local external mass transfer coefficient, c is
the local concentration of solute, c0 is the concentration of
solute far away from the biofilm (here equal to the inlet
concentration), and n is the normal direction to the biofilm
surface. Within the finite element model solution, the
gradient of concentration normal to the biofilm surface
was calculated from the value of net local solute flux j at
the interface GCD:

vc

vn

�
�
�
�
GCD

¼ jjGCD

�D
: (5)

To compare the mass transfer in different system con-
figurations, a spatially averaged Sherwood number, Sh,
is calculated around the perimeter of the whole biofilm
structure (GCD),

Sh ¼

R

GCD

Sh ds

R

GCD

ds
¼ km d

D
; (6)

where km is the spatially averaged external mass transfer
coefficient, and ds is the differential length on the
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streamer-liquid interface GCD. In the same way, an average
Shtail can be calculated for the tail section only (GFSI).

The mass transfer enhancement DSh is expressed by
the relative increase of Sh in the oscillating streamer case
(transient calculations), when a quasi-steady state has
been reached (denoted by Sht) relative to the Sherwood
number in static conditions Sh0 (stationary calculations),
thus DSh ¼ ðSht � Sh0Þ=Sh0. Sht is calculated by averaging
the Sh in time using a sufficiently large time interval once
the Sh has reached a quasi-steady-state oscillation.

It is expected that Sh will exhibit a particularly complex
dependency on the eight dimensionless numbers character-
izing the system, in addition to diverse geometrical ratios
(e.g., d/L, d/Ly, etc.). A thorough investigation of this rela-
tionship is currently being performed. In this work we opted
to present a simpler analysis on the influence of only two
crucial (experimentally measurable) variables on the mass
transfer to moving biofilms: the liquid velocity u0 and the
biofilm elasticity EB.
Model solution

The model equations governing the unsteady two-dimen-
sional flow, the displacement of the biofilm structure, and
the solute concentration fields were solved based on a stabi-
lized Galerkin finite element method, implemented in
COMSOL Multiphysics v4.1 (COMSOL, Burlington, MA).
We used a sequentially coupled solver arrangement for both
the steady-state (static biofilm) and the transient (moving bio-
film) problems. In one time step of the transient solution, first
the FSI fields (liquid flow velocity u, pressure p, and the bio-
film deformation) are solved monolithically until the toler-
ances are satisfied (8). Then, the solute concentration field c
is solved using the calculated flow field at that time step.

The simulations were performed on a workstation with
four AMD Opteron 6174 processors (48 cores) and 256
GB RAM. The simulation times were up to six days per
second of each simulation at the optimal mesh size, when
the numerical code was running on four cores with ~4.6 �
10�5 degrees of freedom for the standard case. For stability,
the time steps were restricted to maximum 5� 10�4 s. Addi-
tionally, the solver took the necessary smaller time steps
where required to resolve the fast system changes. The rela-
tive tolerance was set to 10�3, and the scaled absolute
tolerance to 10�5 for all variables, where each field variable
was scaled to its representative value (e.g., displacements
were scaled by a factor of 10�5). To obtain reliable results,
we found that it is important to choose very carefully the
size and distribution of finite element mesh. Based on
detailed mesh size convergence studies (see Section S3 in
the Supporting Material) targeting both the overall and local
Sherwood numbers, we concluded that maximum mesh
sizes of 5 � 10�6 m on the biofilm-liquid boundary GCD

and 6.67� 10�6 m for the rest of the domain are sufficiently
fine to resolve the flow and mass transfer fields.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our previous work showed that the flaglike flexible biofilm
streamers vibrate in the flow due to formation of Von
Karman vortices behind the structure (8). The streamlined
shape of biofilms helps in reducing the drag when the struc-
ture is immobile. Conversely, model results suggested that,
unfavorably, the streamer oscillation increased the drag
compared to the immobile structure. Hence, the question
that arises is what biofilms may gain from the oscillation
of these streamer structures.

In the following sections we address this question in-
vestigating the possible enhancement of substrate transfer
to oscillating biofilm streamers. Three aspects are discussed
in this report: 1), the general characteristics of a flexible
structure oscillating in the liquid flow in relation to solute
mass transfer, 2), the overall effect of the biofilm flexibility
on the enhancement of mass transfer at different flow rates,
and 3), comparison of two biofilms that have different
elasticity to evaluate the relative contribution of structural
flexibility on substrate transport.
Effect of oscillatory movement of streamer on
substrate transport

To study the effect of the flow-induced vibration (oscillatory
movement) on the mass transfer of substrate (i.e., any solute
consumed by the biofilm cells) from bulk liquid to the bio-
film structure, a biofilm streamer with length/width ratio
L/d ¼ 4.5 was placed in the middle of a rectangular channel
subjected to liquid flow. In this standard model case,
the inlet flow velocity was u0 ¼ 0.4 m/s and the biofilm’s
Young’s modulus was EB ¼ 4000 Pa.

The steady-state flow and substrate concentration fields
were first calculated, keeping the biofilm streamer immo-
bile. For this stationary problem the substrate concentration
is presented in Fig. 2 a, the velocity magnitude in Fig. 2 e,
and a zoomed concentration field in Fig. 2 f. The decrease
of substrate concentration in the biofilm is characteristic
for diffusion-reaction systems with reactant consumption.
The lowest concentrations are in the middle of the streamer
along its long axis. Typically, the lowest overall concentra-
tion values are in the large streamer base and gradually
concentrations increase toward the narrowing streamer tail.

The steady-state solution was also chosen as initial condi-
tion for the time-dependent simulations with unsteady flow
and oscillating structure. In the time-dependent (transient)
simulation, the streamer started to vibrate after ~0.08 s.
This can be seen in the recorded y position of the streamer
tip (Fig. 3 c). The velocity field reveals the formation of
a Von Karman alley of vortices (Fig. 2, e–h). Corresponding
to these vortices, a dynamic wake of lower solute concentra-
tion spreads behind the streamer in a wavelike shape
(Fig. 2, b–d, and Fig. 2 j). As a consequence of the increas-
ingly stronger streamer oscillation, the mass transfer also
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492



FIGURE 2 Spatial distributions of

soluble substrate concentration and

the liquid velocity magnitude: (a) con-

centration and (e) velocity for immo-

bile streamer; (b–d) concentration and

(f–h) velocity in transient conditions,

when the streamer tip is moving down-

wards for half of an oscillation period

(0.8137, 0.8149, and 0.8159 s, respec-

tively); (i and j) magnified substrate

concentration fields for static and mov-

ing streamer, respectively, showing the

formation of concentration boundary

layer. A high-definition animation of

the streamer deformation and move-

ment, together with the concentration

and velocity magnitude fields calcu-

lated between 0.81 and 0.86 s is pre-

sented in Section S4 in the Supporting

Material.
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gradually increases until an oscillatory quasi-steady state is
reached after ~1 s (Fig. 3 a). Typically, the relaxation time of
mass transfer toward reaching a stable state in moving
conditions is longer (~1 s, Fig. 3, a and b) than that for
reaching stable streamer oscillations (~0.1 s, Fig. 3 c).
The enhancement in mass transfer is quantified by the evolu-
tion of the overall Sherwood number in time, shown in
Fig. 3 a. The streamer vibration makes the steady-state
mass transfer rate have an oscillatory behavior as well.

The overall mass transfer is enhanced during oscillations
compared with the immobile structure case. Initially, when
the streamer tail is not moving, Sh0 ¼ 25:7. Once vibrating,
the Sh reaches a maximum of 28.5, which is an 11%
increase in the mass transfer for the whole structure due to
the movement of the streamer tail. Calculated along the
tail section only, the streamer movement can induce an
even larger mass transport enhancement of 27% (Fig. 3 b).

A closer look at the patterns from Fig. 4 during a few
oscillation periods reveals that the mass transfer at different
moments in time is directly correlated to the position of the
points on G and their transverse speed, e.g., streamer tip
position and tip movement speed, as shown in Fig. 4. The
maximummass transfer enhancement (Fig. 4 c) occurs close
to the moment when the tip speed is the largest (in absolute
value, Fig. 4 b). Consequently, the frequency of Sherwood
number oscillations is exactly two times the oscillation
frequency of the tip. These observations strongly point to
the main cause of mass transfer enhancement when the
streamer is moving: the increased relative velocity between
liquid and the biofilm structure. In fact, this conclusion is
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
not surprising because a faster fluid velocity (i.e., a higher
Reynolds number Re) is normally correlated to thinner
boundary layers and increased mass transfer coefficients
(i.e., higher Sh numbers).

Although it can be expected that the streamer tip will
benefit from the movement, the question is also how much
the mass transfer is enhanced at other positions on the
streamer surface. Fig. 5 shows the local profiles of the
concentration, with Sherwood number for the whole
streamer body and a detailed Sh distribution along the tail
section, in static and moving conditions. The maximum
local mass transfer (Sh ¼ 110) occurs at the streamer
base, which is exposed frontally to the flow (sections I–II
and VIII–I on Fig. 5 a); however, this value cannot be
improved by the tail movement. The mass transfer quickly
falls toward a minimum at the fluid boundary layer separa-
tion zone (point II on Fig. 5, visible also in Fig. 2, i and j),
where the fluid flow becomes detached from the surface of
the streamer head. The mass transfer then starts to increase
toward the tip (point V), where along the tail it reaches a rela-
tively stable value of Sh between 13–14 and 17–18 for the
static and moving cases, respectively. Fig. 5 c shows the
relative enhancement of Sh compared to the static case
along the streamer perimeter, which demonstrates that
the regions close to the tip of moving structure can reach
very significant mass transfer increase of 50–135%. The
concentration profile on the biofilm surface (Fig. 5 d),
the associated concentration maxima points (Fig. 5 e), and
the relative increase in concentration (Fig. 5 f) also exhibit
similar trends, with maxima locations even closer to the



FIGURE 4 Detailed representation of the streamer oscillation character-

istics over a short period of time. (a) Streamer tip displacement; (b)

streamer tip velocity; and (c) overall Sherwood number, Sh, during two

oscillation periods. The mass transfer number reaches a maximum close

to the middle point between the extreme positions of the tip—when also

the speed of the tip is at maximum. Simulation conditions: EB ¼
4000 Pa, u0 ¼ 0.4 m/s.

a

b

c

FIGURE 3 Increase of overall mass transfer when the streamer tail

begins to vibrate. (a) Overall Sherwood number, Sh, increasing from an

immobile steady state (t ¼ 0) to the oscillatory quasi-steady state (tz 1 s).

(b) Evolution of the Shtail evaluated only over the streamer tail, from the

immobile to oscillatory steady-state. (c) Displacement of the streamer tip

in time. Simulation conditions: EB ¼ 4000 Pa, u0 ¼ 0.4 m/s.
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streamer tip (point V). Hence, it can be concluded that the
main contribution to the overall mass transfer enhancement
comes from the regions on the streamer tail closer to the tip,
along the points IV, V, and VI. Moreover, the strongly
increased mass transfer near the streamer tip can have, as
an effect, a greater microbial growth rate in that region.
This enhanced growth could lead to a faster elongation of
the streamer tail and may constitute one of the causes why
streamers actually exist.

The mass transfer increase is also visible from the
reduced thickness of the boundary layer near the tail tip in
oscillatory conditions (compare i and j of Fig. 2). Fig. 2 j
shows a tip that is far better supplied with substrate than it
is for the static case. This is further underlined in Fig. 6,
where the boundary layer thickness can be seen clearly for
the concentration profiles constructed at the point IV in the
direction normal to the biofilm surface. Although starting
from the same c0 value in bulk liquid, the concentrations
for the moving structure are higher in the boundary layer
compared with a static streamer. Consequently, the concen-
tration inside the biofilm also remains higher for the moving
streamer and could lead to more microbial growth.
Mass transfer enhancement as a function of flow
velocity and biofilm flexibility

The effect of flow velocity on mass transfer in oscillating
streamers was studied by setting various inlet flow velocities
u0 ranging from 0.1 to 0.45 m/s while keeping other model
parameters unchanged. These conditions correspond to
Reynolds numbers (Re, relative to the streamer head diam-
eter d) between 33 and 150. It is well known that at faster
flows the mass transfer is higher due to the thinner con-
centration boundary layer formed around the structure. For
simplified configurations, e.g., forced convection past a
cylinder in laminar flow regime, Sh can be approximated
as Sh ¼ f(Re0.5, Sc0.33), where Sc is the Schmidt number
(19). For the more complex geometrical structure analyzed
in this study, the increase in mass transfer with increased Re
in static cases deviates from this dependency. Fig. 7 shows
the effect of different flow velocities and movement on
mass transfer, with and without the streamer motion. As ex-
pected, the Sherwood number of static streamers, i.e.,
steady-state simulations without movement, increases by
increasing the flow velocity, and scales with Re0.42. How-
ever, the oscillating streamers exhibit a different behavior.
The higher the velocity the higher the mass transfer increase
compared to a static streamer, a 15–20% increase for the
whole structure. For EB ¼ 4000 Pa, for example, Sh scales
with Re0.63 and for the more flexible structure having
EB ¼ 1000 Pa with Re0.74 in the interval from Re ¼
80–150. The mass transfer enhancement is even more pro-
nounced for the tail section (Fig. 3 b).

Several measurements of mechanical properties of bio-
films have produced various results for the elastic modulus
EB (see Lau et al. (20), and see Table S2 in the Supporting
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
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FIGURE 5 Distributions of local mass transfer

(represented by Sh) and concentrations over the

whole biofilm-liquid boundary and their relative

increase in oscillatory conditions in respect to the

static case. Values for the static case (dashed lines)

are compared along the biofilm outer perimeter, s,

with those obtained in moving conditions: (a and d)

Local Sherwood number, Sh, and concentration;

(b and e) places on the biofilm-liquid boundary

where the local Sh maxima and minima occurred

and the corresponding locations for concentration

extremes; (c) relative increase in the local mass

transfer; (f) relative increase in the concentration

at the biofilm surface.
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Material, for a summary). As a result, it has been proposed
(21,22) that this variety in the biofilm elasticity might be an
adaptive response to different shear environments (e.g.,
through the modification of extracellular polymeric sub-
stances) and that biofilms may benefit from having vis-
coelastic properties. Hence, the question that arises is
whether the alteration of the mechanical properties of the
A

B

FIGURE 6 Increase of substrate concentration in the biofilm in moving

conditions. Concentration profiles are computed along the line segment

A–B, perpendicular to the biofilm surface, as shown in the streamer (inset).

The tail is moving downward.
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biofilm (here the elasticity) also has a profound effect on
the substrate uptake of the biofilm. We therefore investi-
gated numerically two flexible biofilm streamers with
different elasticities of EB ¼ 1000 Pa and EB ¼ 4000 Pa,
values that lay in the range of reported biofilm elasticity
in the literature (23–25). There are also lower reported
values, but these could not be investigated with this model
because the numerical method used fails at very high flexi-
bility. For higher values of the elasticity modulus EB the
biofilm is too stiff to begin oscillating and there will be no
movement.

Fig. 7, a and b, shows that at lower flow velocities the
contribution of a higher biofilm flexibility to mass transfer
is minimal. For velocities higher than 0.4 m/s (Re ¼ 133),
however, the mass transfer enhancement becomes relatively
higher for more flexible structures (EB ¼ 1000 Pa). Hence,
from the substrate uptake point of view, a more flexible
(more elastic) streamer structure is favorable. On the other
hand, from the drag point of view, a more flexible structure
in the flow also experiences a higher drag and stress on the
body (26), and hence it would develop a higher chance of
breakage and detachment. This latter balancing between
favorable substrate uptake and unfavorable drag should
put a theoretical constraint on how flexible a biofilm can
become.
The interplay of fluid flow, drag, substrate
transport, and biofilm growth

In a previous study (8) we showed that, due to the stream-
lined form, the drag on a streamer with L/d z 5 at u0 ¼
0.4 m/s (Re ¼ 133) can be 14% lower than on a biofilm
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FIGURE 7 Increase of overall mass transport for faster

flows, and for the oscillating streamers with different

elasticities. (a) Effect of fluid velocity, represented by

Re, on mass transfer, represented by time-averaged overall

Sherwood number, Sht; (b) mass transfer enhancement of

oscillating biofilm streamers with different flexibilities

relative to the static structure. The more flexible structure

with Young’s modulus of EB ¼ 1000 Pa permits more

substrate transfer than the stiffer one with EB ¼ 4000 Pa.
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with a circular base having the same projected area to the
flow. If we consider a static streamer, this relative drag
reduction by the streamlined shape considered is even
higher (39%). Despite constituting a drawback in respect
to the fluid forces that the biofilm experiences, these oscil-
lations also increase the substrate uptake to the biofilm for
as high as 20% on the whole structure (Fig. 7) and even
significantly higher at the tail area closer to the tip. It should
also be noted that a static and rigid biofilm is also more
vulnerable to changes of local flow directions, very common
in the rivers, whereas a flexible streamer aligns better and
moves with the flow.

Overall, the development of the streamer’s teardrop shape
might be a result of the viscoelastic nature of the biofilm
matrix exposed to fluid forces. The initial patchy biofilm
structure elongates being pulled by the flow and could follow
a simultaneous transient self-similar bending (27,28), where
the newly produced microbial cells are also pushed down-
stream (9). Nevertheless, this study shows that the flexible
elongated biofilm shape may create an opportunity for
bacteria to benefit from the higher substrate availability
that the oscillations provide and therefore form highly
competitive niches in nature (29). Higher substrate avail-
ability toward the tip also facilitates higher growth at the
tail section while being shielded from fluid forces in the
wake of the head section (blue area in Fig. 2, e–h). Especially
under high shear and substrate limitation the streamer will
mainly grow at the tip and thereby self-sustain the streamer
formation. Eventually, there must be a trade-off between
faster growth rate due to more substrate and detachment
induced by the larger forces present when the biofilm
streamers oscillate.

The results presented here demonstrate that the main
contribution to the increase of mass transfer comes from
the flow-induced movement of the biofilm tail, despite the
fact that the tail resides in the diffusion-dominated wake
of the head section (Fig. 2). Accordingly, using a broader
view, we propose that the relative movement of any exten-
sion of biofilms, e.g., due to filamentous strains or heteroge-
neous surface structures that vibrate due to local flow
instabilities, should contribute to the increase of substrate
uptake.
CONCLUSION

In this work we studied numerically the relation among
substrate transport, and flexibility and reconfiguration of
oscillating biofilm streamers in substrate-limited conditions
at various flow velocities. A fluid-structure interaction
model was coupled with the mass transport of a reactive
solute consumed by the microbial cells within the biofilm.
The calculated mass transfer parameters showed that the
movement of these biofilm structures can increase the
substrate uptake substantially. The main contribution to
the overall increase of substrate (or another solute) transfer
in a biofilm streamer comes from the flow-induced move-
ment of the streamer tail. Concentration profiles and solute
fluxes evaluated along the biofilm surface show that re-
gions near the streamer tip can benefit from a mass transfer
as high as double when the streamer is oscillating, com-
pared with the static conditions. An analysis of oscillation
periods of the tip position and of the mass transfer coeffi-
cient reveals that the reason of transfer enhancement is the
increase in speed of tip movement relative to the sur-
rounding liquid. Faster liquid velocity and higher biofilm
flexibility begin to increase considerably the substrate
mass transfer by more intense streamer tail vibrations
only above a minimum flow velocity. Although we prove
here that streamer oscillations enhance mass transfer in
biofilms, there are a number of simplifications (e.g., the
two- versus the three-dimensional, the uniformity of bio-
mass distribution and of its mechanical properties) that
could make the model results quantitatively deviate from
experimental measurements. The results and methodology
from this work can also be applied to other fields of
research, e.g., encouraging the development of novel
micromixing modules in microfluidic systems and flexible
artificial biofilm supports that benefit from the enhanced
mass transfer while having lower susceptibility to breakage
of the flexible tails.
Biophysical Journal 102(7) 1483–1492
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SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Three sections with three figures, five tables, notations list, and a movie are

available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(12)

00264-0.
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